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Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs) have ushered in a transformative era in

wireless communication, reshaping the landscape of radio spectrum utilization

and management. At the core of CRNs lies the pivotal capability to sense

the radio frequency spectrum dynamically and adapt transmission parameters

to preemptively address interference and optimize spectrum utilization. This

article addresses the escalating challenges associated with Quality of Service

(QoS) management in CRNs, exacerbated by their dynamic nature, especially in

scenarios characterized by high mobility. Concurrently, the article underscores

the critical significance of energy e�ciency, given its direct implications on

network operational costs and sustainability. To e�ectively navigate the intricate

interplay between QoS and energy management in CRNs, we propose a Smart

Sensing Enabled Dynamic Spectrum Management scheme (SSDSM). Within the

SSDSM framework, cognitive user energy undergoes intelligent sensing, while

QoS is governed through dynamic spectrummanagement. The proposed scheme

optimizes service response time by refining fuzzy-based controllers and curtails

energy consumption through periodic sensing triggered by predefined rules.

Operationalizingwithin a centralized paradigm, the entire network is overseen by a

central controlling node, tasked with formulating an optimal channel list using the

SSDSM scheme and allocating it to cognitive users. The e�cacy of the proposed

scheme is evaluated and validated through rigorous testing using MATLAB. Results

reveal tangible enhancements in system e�ciency, encompassing maximized

throughput, reduced hando� ratio, and minimized service response delay. This

research contributes to the ongoing discourse on advancing the performance

metrics of cognitive radio networks in the pursuit of reliable and sustainable

wireless communication services.

KEYWORDS

smart sensing, dynamic spectrum management, cognitive radio networks, fuzzy logic,

quality of service—QoS

1 Introduction

The evolution of wireless communication into its next generation underscores the

imperative of embracing burgeoning network technologies to facilitate the implementation

of intelligent and Autonomous Network Management (ANM), thereby optimizing

resource utilization. This necessitates the deployment of network elements characterized

by dynamism, flexibility, and reconfigurability to furnish a spectrum of diverse and
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customizable services within a heterogeneous environment,

ultimately elevating the Quality of Experience (QoE) for users.

Within the intricate milieu of heterogeneous mobile networks,

the radio spectrum emerges as a pivotal and finite resource,

subject to the random and asymmetric access of billions of devices

across licensed and unlicensed spectrums. Effectively harnessing

the available radio spectrum while safeguarding user-level QoS

necessitates the incorporation of emerging technologies such as

Cognitive Radios (CRs), which assume a pivotal role in this

endeavor. The structural framework of a cognitive radio network

is delineated by users endowed with cognitive radios, denoted as

Secondary Users (SUs). Primary Users (PUs), possessing priority

access, exclusively occupy authorized channels. CR-based SUs

capitalize on the opportunity to judiciously exploit these licensed

channels allocated to PUs. The fundamental tenet dictates that PUs,

as primary stakeholders, retain unimpeded and exclusive rights

to employ the licensed channels without disruptive interference

from SUs. However, it is imperative to note that a harmonious

coexistence is feasible between PUs and SUs, contingent upon the

proviso that the cumulative interference generated by SUs remains

below a pre-established threshold, as elucidated in the relevant

literature (Bala et al., 2023).

CRNs have surfaced as an efficacious wireless paradigm,

facilitating the optimized utilization of the constrained radio

frequency spectrum. Secondary Users (SUs), denoted as unpaid

network users, possess the capability to judiciously exploit the

freely available spectrum pre-allocated to PUs without instigating

deleterious interference. The foundational premise underpinning

CRNs revolves around the application of sophisticated signal

processing algorithms and Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques.

These technologies empower devices within the network to actively

sense their surrounding environment, undertake a comprehensive

analysis of the available spectrum, and subsequently make judicious

decisions regarding data transmission, all while avoiding any

disruptive interference to Primary Users (PUs). Within the

architectural framework of CRNs, Cognitive Radio (Alqahtani

et al., 2023) assumes a pivotal role in orchestrating these

cognitive functionalities.

These networks are underpinned by Software Defined Radio

(SDR), a technology capable of dynamically adapting to evolving

conditions in the wireless environment. The parameters governing

cognitive radios, such as frequency, modulation, power, and other

communication characteristics, undergo dynamic adjustments

contingent upon the prevailing spectrum availability and other

pertinent environmental factors. The inherent capacity of CRNs

to address the exigency of spectrum scarcity is particularly salient,

given the escalating challenge posed by this issue in tandemwith the

ever-growing demand for wireless services (Paul and Choi, 2023).

Nonetheless, the implementation of CRNs encounters various

challenges. A primary obstacle revolves around the imperative

for proficient spectrum sensing techniques, necessitating the

accurate detection of PUs while simultaneously minimizing

instances of false alarms andmissed detections. Another formidable

challenge lies in establishing effective spectrum-sharing policies

and regulations, essential for guaranteeing the equitable and

efficient utilization of open spectrum resources by all users within

the network. The implementation of CRNs is fraught with various

technical challenges, encompassing the imperative for efficient CR

architectures, advanced signal processing algorithms, and effective

power management techniques. Notwithstanding these challenges,

CRNs hold the promise of transforming wireless communication

through their capacity to enable more resourceful and flexible

utilization of the constrained available spectrum. Consequently,

both academic researchers and industry practitioners are investing

substantial efforts in research and development endeavors directed

toward the advancement of CRNs (Xu et al., 2022; Serghini et al.,

2023).

The principal objective of CRNs resides in the efficient

utilization of spectrum resources. However, the inherent dynamism

of the network introduces diverse challenges, encompassing

issues such as network overhead, continuous sensing processes,

network throughput, and transmission time. Although existing

methodologies endeavor to improve the performance of spectrum

usage, there exists a imperative for intelligent centralized

schemes that can optimize the utilization of identified spectrum

opportunities. Within CRNs, the process of making decisions

regarding handoff or channel switching in response to the arrival

of primary users assumes critical significance, given the often

incomplete and ambiguous nature of the sensed information.

In this context, relying solely on crisp logic for such decisions

becomes impractical for networks empowered by cognitive radio.

Moreover, the intricate interplay between channel selection and its

subsequent impact on channel switching renders the realization of

fully autonomous channel-switching decisions not always feasible.

The endeavor to diminish the frequency of channel switching

in CRNs entails the imperative selection of an optimal channel

for transmission. Nevertheless, the intrinsic challenges stemming

from the incompleteness and ambiguity inherent in the sensed

information within CRNs compound the complexity of this

decision-making process (Zheng et al., 2022).

The dynamic spectrum access capability inherent in CRNs

empowers them to actively sense the spectrum and harness idle

or underutilized channels, thereby enhancing the overall QoS

within the network. However, amid the escalating demand for

wireless communication, the issue of energy consumption has

emerged as a critical concern in wireless networks. Consequently,

the imperative for energy-efficient designs is paramount to

ensure the sustainability of CRNs. These networks present a

distinctive opportunity to strike a balance between QoS and energy

consumption through the implementation of intelligent decision-

making algorithms and adaptive resource allocation techniques.

The allure of CRNs as a research area lies in their capacity to offer a

unique platform for achieving this tradeoff, showcasing substantial

potential for future developments. This paper introduces a novel

approach, namely, Smart Sensing-Enabled Dynamic Spectrum

Management, to address QoS dynamically within CRNs. This

is achieved through the implementation of a Dynamic Fuzzy

Logic-Based Decision Support System (DFDSS). Additionally,

the proposed approach optimizes the energy levels of cognitive

users by leveraging smart sensing mechanisms. Within CRNs,

the significance of QoS is underscored by the dynamic nature of

spectrum allocation. Simultaneously, energy optimization assumes

paramount importance to guarantee the efficient operation of

the network while minimizing the energy consumption associated
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with cognitive radios. Through the reduction of radio energy

consumption, CRNs have the potential to prolong the battery

life of mobile devices and mitigate the environmental impact of

wireless communication. To strike a balance between QoS and

energy optimization, this paper proposes the SSDSM scheme.

The presented scheme exhibits superior throughput compared

to prevailing approaches and plays a pivotal role in mitigating

the channel switching rate for Secondary Users (SUs), thereby

enhancing the flexibility of channel selection. Our contribution

is evident in the optimization of energy for SUs through the

implementation of Periodic/Smart Sensing and the concurrent

improvement of QoS by diminishing the Service Response Time of

the SSDSM. Simulation results affirm the efficacy of our proposed

approach, surpassing existing schemes reliant on uncertain and

imprecise sensing outcomes from secondary users.

The primary research contributions of our study encompass:

1. Our research substantially contributes to CRNs by effectively

addressing two key challenges: the minimization of service

response delay and the optimization of sensing. Primarily, we

devised the DFDSS to mitigate service response delay within

CRNs. Furthermore, leveraging the SSDSM, we formulate

an intelligent resource allocation scheme that dynamically

assigns available spectrum to SUs in accordance with their

communication requirements. This approach guarantees

efficient spectrum utilization, thereby diminishing the response

delay for service requests and enhancing the overall QoS in

the network.

2. Secondly, we address the challenge of spectrum sensing in CRNs.

Traditional sensing schemes frequently encounter drawbacks

such as elevated energy consumption and inefficient spectrum

utilization. To surmount these limitations, we introduce a novel

approach termed periodic or smart sensing, wherein the sensing

frequency is intelligently adjusted based on the prevailing

network conditions and the activity of primary users. Through

the dynamic adaptation of the sensing interval, we attain

a harmonious equilibrium between precise spectrum sensing

and minimal energy consumption. This accomplishment

culminates in enhanced network performance and an extended

network lifetime.

The subsequent sections of this paper are structured as

follows: Section 2 provides an overview of related work. Section

3delineates the system model. Section 4 expounds on fuzzy logic,

elucidates our chosen parameters, and details the operations of the

proposed DFDSS. Section 5 encompasses performance analysis and

simulation results. Finally, the concluding section synthesizes the

key findings of the paper.

2 Related work

This section briefly explores the current state-of-the-art in

spectrum sensing and utilization schemes.

Ali et al. (2019) conducted a study investigating the

ramifications of channel selection and switching on the

overall performance of CRNs. Their contribution involved

the introduction of a fuzzy logic-based channel selection scheme

(FLCS), wherein multiple controllers were engaged in the selection

and switching mechanism. The authors devised two distinct Fuzzy

Logic controllers, each configured to take different parameters as

input and apply fuzzy-based rules to them. The first controller

was specifically crafted to generate an efficient channel list, from

which the SU could select a channel for transmission. Nevertheless,

in the event of a primary user’s arrival, a handoff took place. In

the scenario of a hard handoff, the second controller employed

pre-calculated parameters, including channel rank, derived from

the previously generated channel list, and subsequently selected

the optimal channel for the ongoing transmission. To assess

the efficacy of the formulated algorithm, the authors employed

MATLAB. This investigation underscores the significance of

channel selection and switching in CRNs while demonstrating

the potential of fuzzy logic-based approaches in mitigating these

challenges. In a related context, Sateesh et al. (2022) advocated the

utilization of energy detection as a sensing technique in CRNs.

The cognitive users engage in energy detection and transmit

identified available opportunities to a central control station. This

central control station, in turn, determines the channels to be

utilized based on various sensing rules. Additionally, the authors

expanded on the concept of Multiple Input and Multiple Output

(MIMO) in the realm of channel selection, aiming to enhance the

overall performance of the CRN. The validity of the proposed

approach was substantiated through simulations conducted using

both Python and MATLAB. The outcomes demonstrated that the

proposed approach outperformed conventional channel selection

methods. This study underscores the critical significance of adept

sensing techniques and judicious decision-making processes for

the effective implementation of CRNs.

Zheng et al. (2020) directed their attention toward the

power capabilities of secondary users within CRNs and its

consequential impact on network performance. Their focus lay

in scrutinizing the hybrid mechanism involving overlay and

underlay approaches, considering varying transmission power

levels. The study delved into the implications of this hybrid

approach on factors such as battery life and energy harvesting,

particularly during both sensing and data transmission phases.

The objective of the study was to formulate an optimal

policy for spectrum sensing, with the overarching goal of

maximizing the network’s throughput. This optimization sought to

address collision constraints while concurrently balancing energy

constraints. The CRN was partitioned into three states contingent

on the battery’s power, consumption, and energy harvesting

parameters. Within each state, secondary users undertake the

decision-making process of either utilizing the available spectrum

or charging the battery. The research endeavor optimized

the threshold of available spectrum opportunities, with the

aim of striking a balance between energy considerations and

collision constraints, all while maximizing network throughput.

The study’s conclusions indicate that the proposed metric

effectively optimizes spectrum sensing, emphasizing the substantial

impact of battery charging on the overall network performance.

Shifting focus, Balachander and Krishnan (2021) delved into

wireless technologies employing Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access

(NOMA) and its application in cooperative spectrum sensing. The

authors elucidated on the augmentation of CRNs performance
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through the incorporation of recent advancements in NOMA. This

framework empowers secondary users to exploit freely available

spectrum bands. The proposed study amalgamated cooperative

sensing with NOMA, leading to an enhancement in the overall

performance of network spectrum sensing. Notably, the suggested

technique exhibited efficiency in cooperative sensing even in

the presence of channel noise. The authors expounded on the

significance of uncovering spectrum opportunities, illustrating how

such discoveries facilitate the effective utilization of the frequency

band through shared access between primary and secondary

users. The study substantiated that the proposed NOMA method

surpasses existing techniques in terms of efficiency and accuracy,

as corroborated by graphical representations and tabulated

parameters. Consequently, it is deemed a pivotal technique in the

advancement of 5G technology.

Jayakumar et al. (2019) proposed an energy-efficient spectrum

sensing scheme for hierarchical clustering cooperative sensing,

employing a multi-layer criteria-based decision support system.

Cluster heads oversee spectrum allocation among members based

on various criteria, optimizing energy efficiency and spectrum

utilization. Kim and Choi (2019) highlighted issues in spectrum

detection due to the rapid growth of the Internet of Things,

emphasizing challenges with conventional spectrum allocation

schemes. The authors elucidated that Cognitive Radio (CR)

presents an optimal solution to spectrum detection challenges, but

the presence of hidden primary users can lead to inaccuracies in

identifying available spectrum bands. Existing machine learning-

based techniques are effective when node existence is not

considered. To address this, the authors proposed a strategic

machine learning approach for placing sensing nodes. The findings

underscore that the hidden primary user issue can impact spectrum

sensing accuracy. To overcome this, they utilized Kullback-Leibler

divergence, deriving an analytical expression for the spectrum

sensing coverage of a single node. The presented strategy efficiently

places a limited number of nodes to cover the entire area of the

primary user.

Mahendru et al. (2020) proposed an optimal mathematical

model with an energy detectionmechanism for spectrum sensing in

low SNR environments with noisy channels in CRNs. The scheme

employs multiple sensing samples and analyzes the information

with noise, utilizing SNR to optimize the detection probability

and minimize false detection probability. The authors highlighted

the significance of optimizing spectrum sensing in Cognitive

Radio Networks. Ahmad (2019) outlined CRN limitations,

including incomplete information about primary users, high

computing power needs, low SNR conditions, and the discovery

of licensed users in the network. To address these challenges, the

authors suggested a machine learning-based spectrum discovery

mechanism that adeptly handles spectrum sensing. This proposed

scheme employs cyclostationary features and relevant classifiers to

improve the performance of CRNs in low Signal-to-Noise Ratio

(SNR) environments. In addition to established classifiers like

support vector machines and conventional cyclostationary feature

extraction, the proposed ensemble classifier demonstrated effective

sensing outcomes.

Bharatula and Murthy (2021) discussed the surging demand

for wireless technologies and the limited spectrum availability,

positioning CRNs as a key technology. They emphasized the critical

role of the primary user detection mechanism, affected by weak

signals and fading, influencing CRNs’ performance. To surmount

these challenges, an innovative fuzzy-based spectrum sensing is

proposed, aiming to address issues in conventional cooperative

sensing mechanisms. This scheme leverages the sensing results

of two neighboring nodes in the sensing process of any given

node. Yesaswini and Annapurna (2021) outlined that the primary

challenges in future wireless networks lie in the discovery of an

efficient and reliable spectrum for seamless transmission. Another

noteworthy concern is the underutilization of the available band,

attributed to the crowded spectrum occupied by licensed users. The

authors contended that cognitive radio is well-suited to efficiently

utilize this freely available spectrum band. In their research, they

introduced a Genetic Algorithm-based Channel Selection (GACS)

algorithm to effectively allocate spectrum bands to secondary users,

aiming to achieve optimal spectrum management.

Ahmed and Shaikh (2018) highlighted that CR offers an

optimal solution for efficiently utilizing discovered spectrum band

opportunities. They emphasized the critical role of decision-

making in spectrum management, especially in the presence of

ambiguous Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) information. To address

these challenges, this study introduced a fuzzy logic-enabled

decision system designed to collectively handle uncertain cognitive

environments and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), optimizing

spectrum management. Robert and Vidya (2021) emphasized that

tackling spectrum scarcity is a formidable challenge, and Cognitive

Radios (CRs) serve as a solution. The research underscored

that CRNs provide an additional bandwidth spectrum, owing to

their dynamic spectrum access nature and wireless heterogeneous

architectures. To address the dynamic spectrum and heterogeneity

in cognitive radios, the research proposed a genetic algorithm-

based fuzzy logic decision system for handling channel selection,

switching, and spectrum allocation in multi-hop CRNs (Yang et al.,

2017).

Hawa et al. (2017) introduced a distributed approach for

opportunistic spectrum sharing in CRNs through cooperative

sensing. In this approach, Secondary Users (SUs) actively monitor

the spectrum for the presence of Primary Users (PUs) and

relay their observations to a fusion center (FC). The FC then

makes decisions regarding the availability of the spectrum for

sharing. The study introduced a novel algorithm named the

Distributed Opportunistic Spectrum Sharing (DOSS) algorithm.

This algorithm empowers Secondary Users (SUs) to make

transmission decisions based on information acquired through

cooperative sensing. The DOSS algorithm aims to maximize the

transmission rate for SUs while maintaining interference levels with

Primary Users (PUs) below a predetermined threshold. Yang et al.

(2017) introduced a novel approach to radio spectrummanagement

in CR networks, employing a fuzzy neural methodology. The

proposed approach is designed to improve spectrum utilization

efficiency while minimizing interference to Primary Users (PUs).

The proposed approach comprises two primary components: a

fuzzy logic system and a neural network. The fuzzy logic system is

responsible for modeling the uncertainty and imprecision inherent

in the spectrum management problem, while the neural network

learns the relationships between the input and output variables. The
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TABLE 1 Summary of existing studies.

References Description Strengths Weaknesses Tools/techniques

Ali et al. (2019) It covers channel selection and

switching in CRNs by using Fuzzy Logic

Jointly deals with channel

selection and switching

Additional computing

resources utilized

Matlab

Sateesh et al. (2022) It analyzing the performance of

spectrum sensing in CRNs using an

energy detector

Energy Detection is suitable in

high SNR environments

Energy efficiency is not

addressed

Matlab and python

Zheng et al. (2020) Explore the impact of battery charging

on spectrum sensing in CRNs

It utilizes energy harvesting

for spectrum sensing

Impact of interference is not

addressed

Numerical analysis

Balachander and Krishnan

(2021)

It utilizes cooperative spectrum sensing

and non-orthogonal multiple access

Suitable sensing results are

achieved

Scheduling technique causes

bottleneck issue

Matlab

Jayakumar et al. (2019) It addresses the issue of energy efficiency

in cooperative CRN spectrum sharing

Improved spectrum

utilization and efficiency

Multi techniques caused

complexities

Matlab

Kim and Choi (2019) It addresses the sensing coverage in

cooperative spectrum detection in CRNs

Optimization of sensing in

CRN

Results are not comprehensive Matlab

Mahendru et al. (2020) This research study presents a novel

mathematical model for energy

detection-based spectrum sensing in

CRN

Energy detection is a widely

used spectrum-sensing

technique

Low SNR conditions not

addressed

Matlab

Ahmad (2019) This research proposes using an

ensemble classifier for spectrum sensing

in CRN

Cyclostationy features

covered both high and low

SNR situations

Complexity and

computational overhead has

occurred

SVM

Bharatula and Murthy (2021) It proposes a fuzzy-based spectrum

sensing technique for noisy conditions

Covered noisy environment Computitional time is large Matlab

Yesaswini and Annapurna

(2021)

It integrates genetic algorithm (GA) and

particle swarm optimization for

spectrum allotment in CRNs

GA is an optimal solution

near to brain-empowered

capabilities

Limited Network conditions

are addressed

Matlab

Ahmad (2019) It proposes a spectrum access scheme

for CR applications that utilizes fuzzy

logic

Uncertainty and noisy

environment is covered

Only SNR is covered Matlab

Robert and Vidya (2021) It integrates of GA and a fuzzy decision

system for in multi-hop CRNs

Multi-hop CRN is addressed High mobility caused

uncertainity

Matlab

Hawa et al. (2017) This research study focuses on

distributed opportunistic spectrum

sharing in CRNs

Its decentralized nature

enhances scalability

In spectrum sharing,

coordination is challen

Analytical results

Yang et al. (2017) It proposes a methodology for radio

spectrum management in CRNs

Deals with both spectrum

utilization and interference

Computation overhead Matlab

Darney and Jacob (2019) It proposes an improved fuzzy logic

approach for performance enhancement

Improved throughput and

switching rate

Channel switching and

selection time

Network simulator 2

Safdar et al. (2022) It proposes fuzzy logic based approach

for cluster head election

Historic data optimize results

for CRNs

Historic data problem Matlab

paper introduces a novel objective function that takes into account

both spectrum utilization efficiency and interference to Primary

Users (PUs). To optimize this objective function, the paper employs

a hybrid algorithm that combines Genetic Algorithm (GA) and

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).

Darney and Jacob (2019) highlighted the pressing need for

an ample spectrum in heterogeneous wireless networks to meet

the growing demand of mobile devices. They emphasized the

necessity for optimal spectrum allocation, given the limited

bandwidth available. While cognitive radios offer an efficient

solution by allowing unlicensed users to access the band, this

approach diminishes the performance of secondary users,

who must yield the spectrum band to primary users upon

their arrival. In addressing these challenges, the researchers

proposed an enhanced fuzzy logic-based decision support system

that simultaneously manages channel switching and selection.

This proposed architecture demonstrated improvements in

channel throughput and switching rates. Safdar et al. (2022)

articulated that the performance of cooperative spectrum

sensing in cognitive infrastructure is significantly impacted

by the constraints imposed by limited power in cognitive

nodes. To tackle these challenges, a proposed cluster-based

approach consolidates multiple nodes into a single cluster,

where a designated cluster head manages data collection and

communicates with the central base station. The study introduces

an energy-efficient fuzzy logic system with new parameters for

cluster head selection, offering a calculated solution to address the

outlined issues.
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FIGURE 1

Proposed system model (Meghanathan, 2013).

FIGURE 2

Centralized network.

2.1 Summary of existing studies

Existing studies highlight the crucial roles of QoS and energy

optimization in CRNs, utilizing spectrum sensing and dynamic

spectrum allocation for efficient spectrum resource utilization. QoS

ensures performance satisfaction for diverse users and applications,

while energy optimization aims to minimize cognitive radio

device energy consumption. By concurrently optimizing QoS and
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energy, CRNs can achieve enhanced resource utilization and

overall network performance. However, there is a notable scarcity

of research that comprehensively addresses these challenges

simultaneously. The presented solution tackles these challenges

by introducing Smart Sensing to improve energy efficiency and

minimize network overhead. Additionally, Dynamic Spectrum

Management is implemented to address QoS in CRNs. Table 1

provides a concise overview of existing studies, encompassing their

strengths, weaknesses, and employed tools/techniques.

3 Proposed solution

CRNs are designed for optimal spectrum utilization, allowing

unlicensed users access to licensed bands. However, their overall

performance is heavily influenced by factors such as QoS and

energy efficiency. QoS is crucial in CRNs as it guarantees

uncompromised service quality, ensuring reliable and efficient

communication for Secondary Users (SUs). Conversely, energy

efficiency is of paramount significance to extend the battery

lifespan of SUs and reduce overall energy consumption. Optimizing

QoS and energy efficiency in CRNs poses a highly critical

challenge. This endeavor requires the development of advanced

resource allocation, power control, and scheduling algorithms.

These algorithms are essential to provide QoS assurances to

Secondary Users (SUs) while simultaneously preserving the

network’s energy efficiency.

3.1 Proposed system model

The Proposed System Model, illustrated in Figure 1,

encompasses a Primary Network (PN) with N Primary Users

(PUs) and a Secondary Network (SN) with M Secondary

Users (SUs). The scheme employs a hybrid channel selection

approach, integrating features from both overlay and underlay

channel models. The Primary User (PU) is a privileged user with

uninterrupted access to its paid transmission channel. Conversely,

the SU is an opportunistic network user allowed to use the paid

channel only in the absence of PU activity or when the interference

generated by the SU remains below a predefined threshold. In the

event that the unlicensed user generates interference surpassing the

specified limit, the SU is obligated to vacate the licensed channel

and seek another suitable channel for subsequent transmissions.

3.2 Overview of SSDSM

This section provides a concise overview of the proposed

SSDSM scheme, outlining its key phases.

3.2.1 Initialization
In CRNs, the initialization phase is a pivotal process that

establishes the communication environment for the network.

During this step, cognitive or secondary nodes are configured

to form a network for subsequent sections, encompassing all

fundamental activities.

3.2.2 Formation of centralized network
Centralized CRNs involve a central controller managing

spectrum usage for multiple cognitive radios, which dynamically

adjust transmission parameters to opportunistically access available

spectrum bands. The controller gathers spectrum occupancy and

availability data, utilizing it to allocate spectrum to the cognitive

radios. Cognitive radios then interact with the central controller

to receive spectrum allocation and adjust their transmission

parameters accordingly. During this step, Secondary Users (SUs)

organize themselves within the centralized network architecture,

with a single central base station controlling and managing the

entire network (Peng et al., 2021).

3.2.3 Spectrum discovery
Spectrum Sensing is pivotal in CRNs, enabling Cognitive

Radio Devices (CRDs) to detect and leverage available spectrum

opportunities. Through sensing, CRDs can identify spectrum

bands unoccupied by Primary Users (PUs), allowing Secondary

Users (SUs) to utilize them without causing harmful interference.

Spectrum Sensing in CRNs poses challenges influenced by factors

like fading, shadowing, and hidden terminal issues. Fading

involves variations in received signal strength due to multipath

propagation, while shadowing occurs when large objects obstruct

the propagation path. These factors impact the reliability of

sensing results, potentially resulting in false detections or missed

opportunities. To address this challenge, we adopt periodic sensing,

where sensing is executed only when the channel list is either

empty or approaches the pre-defined threshold limit. The sensing

scheme described in Ehiagwina et al. (2022) ensures sensing is

triggered only when the list containing sensing information meets

pre-defined criteria, a concept applied in the SSDSM scheme.

3.2.4 Spectrum decision and mobility
CRNs leverage Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) technology,

enabling unlicensed users to share frequency bands with licensed

users. Spectrummobility, a critical concept in CRNs, pertains to the

dynamic ability of cognitive radio nodes to switch between different

frequency bands, enhancing network performance. Decision-

making algorithms are critical for optimal frequency band selection

and switching in CRNs, essential due to the dynamic wireless

environment where band availability varies over time and space,

influenced by interference from other devices. Hence, cognitive

radio nodes need the capability to identify and choose the

most suitable frequency band for transmission to ensure optimal

network performance. To address these challenges, we employed a

Dynamic Decision System based on intelligent fuzzy rules (Zheng

et al., 2020). Unlike SSDSM, which uses a single fuzzy controller,

our approach employs two controllers: FLC1 minimizes channel

switching and adjusts SU transmission power, while FLC2 operates

when the SU must select a new channel for seamless transmission.

However, this dual-controller approach may introduce delays in

service response time, especially during spectrummobility-induced

channel switching.
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FIGURE 3

SSDSM architecture.

3.2.5 Transmission
The SUs, organized in a centralized network, initiate

transmission after receiving channel information from the

base station. This process follows a hybrid approach, utilizing

the interweave model until the arrival of the primary user.

Subsequently, the transmission switches to an underlay model,

allowing SUs to maintain transmission until interference with the

primary user occurs.

3.3 SSDSM system architecture

This section delineates the system architecture of SSDSM,

encompassing the SSDSM Network, architecture, framework, and

the proposed algorithm.

3.3.1 SSDSM network
In this study, a centralized networkmodel was employed, where

the central base station oversees all network activities, as depicted

in Figure 2. A centralized cognitive radio network operates with

a central entity, termed the cognitive controller, overseeing and

coordinating the utilization of Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum

among the network’s devices, known as secondary users. The

cognitive controller maintains constant surveillance over the RF

spectrum to identify unoccupied frequency bands, referred to as

white spaces. Subsequently, these white spaces are allocated to

secondary users for transmission. This centralized strategy imparts

a heightened level of control over spectrum utilization, leading

to enhanced efficiency and minimized interference with other

spectrum users.

Centralized CRNs offer several advantages:

a. The central controller’s access to the entire spectrum

enables effective decision-making regarding frequency

band usage and dynamic switching. It can prioritize spectrum

allocation for high-priority applications, optimizing overall

spectrum utilization.

b. The central controller can actively monitor the entire network

for interference. It has the capability to take corrective measures,

such as adjusting transmission power or frequency assignments,

to mitigate interference issues.

c. Having a comprehensive view of the network, the central

controller can optimize network performance by balancing node

loads and adjusting network topology to enhance connectivity.

d. The central controller is empowered to implement security

protocols, detect potential security breaches, and collaborate

with nodes to identify and counteract security threats,

contributing to a more secure network environment.

e. With the central controller managing the network,

users can focus on their applications rather than

intricate network management tasks, streamlining the

user experience.
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FIGURE 4

SSDSM framework.

3.3.2 SSDSM architecture
SSDSM is designed to address CRN challenges, focusing on SU

energy levels and network QoS. Comprising Sensing Environment,

Decision Support System, and Channel List Generation, SSDSM

initiates operations with smart sensing, triggered by a predefined

channel threshold. The periodic sensing mechanism minimizes

SU power consumption compared to continuous environmental

sensing. Following sensing, the DFDSS applies predefined fuzzy

rules to the sensed data. Upon DFDSS execution, an optimal

channel list is generated. SUs leverage the generated list for initial

transmission or hard handoff, maintaining consistency with the

previous Fuzzy logic-based scheme during the handoff process. As

a result, the SSDSM scheme exhibits a decrease in service response

time, contributing to an improved overall QoS in CRNs, as depicted

in Figure 3. Furthermore, the preference for SSDSM over GACS

is driven by its targeted approach to tackle critical challenges in

Cognitive Radio Networks, specifically in alleviating SU energy

consumption and enhancing QoS. The distinctive integration of

periodic sensing, fuzzy logic-based decision support, and optimized

channel list generation in SSDSM establishes it as a customized

solution for the identified issues, thereby substantiating its selection

over GACS for the intended applications in CRNs.

3.3.3 SSDSM framework
Figure 4 illustrates the workflow of the proposed SSDSM,

depicting the process from sensing to transmission. The

operational sequence of SSDSM initiates with intelligent spectrum

sensing, followed by spectrum decision-making based on

the obtained sensing data. Additionally, channel switching is

executed when spectrum mobility is necessitated. In SSDSM,

environmental scanning occurs periodically, where scanning

is triggered only when specific pre-defined criteria are met.

Subsequently, the sensed information undergoes processing in

the spectrum decision segment. Our devised DFDSS operates

in this phase, tasked with determining the most advantageous

cognitive resources for the secondary users in the cognitive

or secondary network. In this stage, the DFDSS produces an

optimal channel list guided by the predefined rules. Given the

high mobility inherent in the cognitive environment, when

confronted with mobility or the presence of a primary user,

a new channel is selected from the pre-established optimal

channel list. The practical effectiveness of centralized control in

SSDSM is contingent on contextual fluctuations, acknowledging

the adaptable nature of centralized control within the

SSDSM framework.
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3.3.4 SSDSM algorithm

Input:

- Network Topology

// Generate N number of network

nodes {n1,n2,n3,.....,nn}

- Fuzzy Based Rules

//Rules = {R1,R2,....,Rn}

Output:

- Channel Selection and Switching

// channel list = {ch1,ch2,...chn}

STEP 1

1: For i = 1 : N {number of nodes}

2: If Tr(N)<=Tr // Computes neighbors in

particular transmission range

3: Add Neighbor i with i+1

4: End If

5: End For

STEP 2

6: For i = 1 : len(Ne(List))

7: For j = 1 : Row(i)

8: If Node(Exist) //For hop to

hop transmission

9: Set Connection i(j) with j+1

10: End If

11: End For

12: End For

STEP 3

13: For i=1 : len(Con)

14: Collect channel information [Chlist]

15: End For

STEP 4

16: For i = 1 : len(Chlist)

17: Generate optimize list Ch[]

18: End For

19: Select ch by node

STEP 5

20: Start Transmission

STEP 6

21: Arrival of Primary User {Handoff}

22: Select new ch from STEP 4 Channel list

Algorithm 1. SSDSM algorithm.

3.3.5 SSDSM algorithm explanation
The Algorithm 1, outlined in Section 3.3.4, comprises

six steps. First, in step 1, neigbor computation is executed

to establish the network topology within the transmission

range. Subsequently, in step 2, connections between nodes are

established to facilitate hop-to-hop communications. Once

the network is configured, step 3 initiates sensing by SUs

to collect channel information for transmission. Following

this, in step 4, the proposed DFDSS is applied to the channel

information, generating an optimal channel list. SUs then choose

a suitable channel from this list for transmission in step 5.

Lastly, step 6 involves channel switching upon the arrival of

a PU.

3.3.6 Complexity of SSDSM
The SSDSM Algorithm undergoes analysis based on the count

of executed instructions. The algorithm, segmented into five

steps for clarity, comprises loops and statements. The worst-case

complexity of the proposed SSDSM Algorithm is determined to be

O(n2), calculated by considering the execution frequency of each

statement in the algorithm.

4 Performance evaluation and results

We evaluated the overall performance of SSDSM compared

to the Fuzzy Logic-based channel selection schemes FLCS and

GACS using MATLAB. The choice of FLCS and GACS as

comparative algorithms stems from their relevance in addressing

critical challenges in CRNs. FLCS and GACS represent established

methodologies, each with distinct approaches to optimizing CRNs.

Highlighted in the paper, FLCS integrates periodic sensing,

fuzzy logic-based decision support, and optimized channel list

generation within the proposed SSDSM scheme, addressing specific

challenges such as SU energy consumption and QoS enhancement.

FLCS’s selection for comparison signifies its customized approach

tailored to identified CRN issues, particularly in mitigating

energy consumption and improving QoS. GACS functions as

an optimization and problem-solving method within CRNs. Its

primary function is to find optimal or near-optimal solutions for

complex CRN problems related to resource allocation, spectrum

management, routing, and other optimization tasks. Both FLCS

and GACS were chosen for comparison with the SSDSM scheme

due to their relevance in addressing optimization challenges within

CRNs, albeit through distinct methodologies. The experimental

assessments compare SSDSM with FLCS and GACS, focusing

on parameters such as the number of hard handoffs, system

throughput, and transmission delay.

4.1 Transmission delay

Transmission delay, in communication systems like CRNs, is

the time it takes for data to travel from sender to receiver, a crucial

factor affecting network performance.

Transmission delay = Propagation Delay (Pd)

+ Queueing Delay (Qd)

+ TransmissionTime (Tt).

4.2 Throughput

Throughput, in the context of communication systems,

specifically CRNs, denotes the volume of data transmitted through

a network or communication channel within a specified time frame.

This metric, often measured in bits per second (bps), serves as a
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FIGURE 5

Network topology.

vital indicator of system performance. The calculation for network

throughput involves determining the quantity of data successfully

transferred during a given time period.

Network Throughput = Channel Capacity (C)

∗ Spectrum Efficiency (η).

4.3 Hard Hando�

It involves promptly relinquishing the licensed

channel upon the Primary User’s (PU) arrival and

subsequently transitioning to an alternative available

licensed channel.

4.4 SSDSM topology

The network topology includes x secondary nodes (SUs)

distributed across the designated network area. In SSDSM, actions

are triggered upon the arrival of a Primary User (PU), and all

nodes, denoted as SUs, are mobile and self-configured, moving at

a speed of S over a time period T. Figure 5 illustrates cognitive

users (SUs) represented by asterisks coexisting with Primary

Users (PUs) in the network. Our emphasis lies in exploring

SU communication and channel utilization in the presence of

Primary Users (PUs). The simulation incorporates the number

of SUs as a variable input to enhance network scalability. The

RandomWay Point Mobility model is employed to implement our

system model.

4.5 Simulation results by varying
transmission time

Figures 6A–C depict the performance analysis of the SSDSM

scheme in comparison to FLCS (Ali et al., 2019) and GACS

(Yesaswini and Annapurna, 2021) concerning hard handoff ratio,

transmission delay, and network throughput. The analysis is

conducted for varying simulation transmission times. Figure 6A

showcases the handoff count with fixed SUs, licensed channels,

and variable transmission times (20, 40, 60, 80, 100). In Figure 6B,

SSDSM exhibits fewer handoffs during transmission compared

to FLCS and GACS, which suffer from significant delays due to

handoff management. Prolonged handoff times can significantly

affect CRN performance. FLCS and GACS encounter increased

switching rates as they rely on a secondary controller for selecting

licensed channels for SU transmission. SSDSM, with its lower

handoff ratio, operates efficiently in less time, thereby maximizing

CRN performance.

In Figure 6B, the performance assessment of SSDSM is

juxtaposed with the conventional methodologies, FLCS and GACS,

concerning transmission delay, employing the pre-established

simulation parameters. The findings demonstrate that SSDSM

manifests reduced delays in transmissions and associated network

operations compared to both schemes. This implies that SSDSM

adeptly executes its dynamic fuzzy-based decision support system

with enhanced efficiency. Figure 6C elucidates the performance

assessment of SSDSM, emphasizing the principal objective of

CRNs, namely the network’s throughput. As highlighted in

Figures 6A, B, SSDSM outperforms FLCS and GACS in terms of

minimizing handoffs and transmission delays, positively impacting
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FIGURE 6

Simulation results by varying transmission time. (A) Hard Hando� ratio. (B) Transmission delay. (C) Network throughput.

the network’s throughput. The outcomes affirm that SSDSM

optimizes the throughput ratio of the network within the identical

simulation conditions as delineated in prior sections.

4.6 Simulation results by varying number of
secondary users

Figures 7A–C depict the performance assessment of SSDSM

in comparison to FLCS and GACS across varying SU quantities,

spanning from 10 to 50 SUs. Throughout these experiments,

licensed channels and transmission duration remained consistent.

The dynamic nature of CRNs, characterized by high mobility,

emphasizes the significance of network scalability in algorithmic

performance. Consequently, algorithmic and system designs must

account for this challenging factor. In practical scenarios, the

size of CRNs fluctuates due to the continuous mobility of

nodes within the wireless environment. Figure 7A illustrates the

simulation outcomes of SSDSM concerning the switching ratio

of SUs across licensed channels, considering various network

sizes, in comparison to FLCS and GACS. The findings reveal

the efficiency of the proposed SSDSM scheme, showcasing

reduced handoffs across different network scales, ultimately

enhancing network performance over licensed channels. Figure 7B

depicts the performance assessment of SSDSM in comparison

to FLCS and GACS, focusing on transmission delay within the

network and communication between source and destination.

As elucidated earlier, the switching channel ratios are higher

in FLCS and GACS than in SSDSM. Consequently, FLCS and

GACS require more time for ongoing transmissions. The outcomes

indicate that the SSDSM scheme demonstrates reduced delay

in completing transmissions. Figure 7C illustrates the simulation

assessment of SSDSM compared to FLCS and GACS concerning

network throughput. As an extension of Figures 7A, B, FLCS

and GACS encountered higher switching ratios and transmission

delays compared to SSDSM, resulting in a decline in network

throughput. The proposed SSDSM scheme maximizes the network

throughput ratio.
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FIGURE 7

Simulation results by varying number of secondary users. (A) Hando� ratio. (B) Transmission delay. (C) Network throughput.

4.7 Simulation results by varying number of
transmission channels

Figures 8A–C depict the performance assessment of the SSDSM

scheme in comparison to FLCS and GACS, considering a varying

number of licensed channels. Network size and transmission time

are held constant, highlighting the pivotal role of licensed spectrum

channels in CRNs, where the system’s operation relies on primary

users’ licensed channels. Cognitive users engage in spectrum

sensing to identify available segments for transmission. Smooth

and reliable transmissions necessitate a thorough understanding

of channel capacity and information. Therefore, any algorithm

proposed should meet these prerequisites. In Figure 8A, the

number of handoffs for all three schemes is observed concerning

the fluctuating number of licensed channels. The findings indicate

that as the number of licensed channels rises, the switching rate

between channels increases, resulting in more handoffs for all

three schemes.

Nevertheless, the SSDSM scheme consistently surpasses

FLCS and GACS in terms of the number of handoffs,

even with the escalation in licensed channels. Figure 8B

illustrates the assessment of SSDSM concerning the delay

in completing ongoing transmissions, juxtaposed with

FLCS and GACS. As discussed earlier, frequent channel

switching in FLCS and GACS results in time consumption

for selecting new channels during transmission. Given this

challenging aspect, our proposed SSDSM scheme demonstrates

superior outcomes, exhibiting reduced delays compared

to the aforementioned schemes. The results in Figure 8C

signify that the SSDSM scheme outperforms both FLCS

and GACS in optimizing the network’s throughput, even

amid variations in the number of licensed channels. This

suggests that the SSDSM scheme adeptly addresses the

challenges posed by the dynamic and fluctuating number of

licensed channels in CRNs, thereby enhancing the overall

network performance.
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FIGURE 8

Simulation results by varying number of transmission channels. (A) Hando� ratio. (B) Transmission delay. (C) Network throughput.

5 Discussion

The evaluation results of SSDSM reveal a comparatively

reduced switching rate of SUs compared to FLCS and GACS,

indicating that SSDSM mitigates interference to the PUs and

consequently enhances the performance of CRNs. In the

subsequent section, we delve into the discussion of QoS and

energy optimization.

5.1 Energy optimization

CRNs represent a promising technology for enhancing

spectrum utilization in wireless networks. In these networks,

Secondary Users (SUs) can opportunistically access spectrum

bands that are not in use by Primary Users (PUs) without

causing harmful interference. The dynamic allocation of available

spectrum is a key feature of CRNs, contributing to improved

spectrum utilization. Additionally, energy optimization is vital

in CRNs to maximize the lifespan of wireless sensor nodes and

ensure the reliability of communication links. Energy optimization

in CRNs encompasses diverse techniques aimed at minimizing

energy consumption while preserving effective communication

performance. In the proposed SSDSM scheme, we implement a

smart sensing technique, conducting spectrum sensing exclusively

when the pre-defined threshold limit of the channel list is reached.

This approach not only conserves the energy of secondary users

but also enhances the lifespan of cognitive nodes, contributing

to an overall improvement in the performance of the cognitive

radio network.

5.2 Quality of service

It is a pivotal element that guarantees the effective utilization

of available resources, ensuring satisfactory service delivery to

users. CR represents an intelligent wireless communication

technology that optimizes spectral efficiency for Secondary

Users (SUs) by opportunistically accessing the unused frequency

spectrum originally licensed to Primary Users (PUs). QoS

in CRNs is a multifaceted challenge influenced by spectrum

sensing, spectrum allocation, spectrum mobility, interference
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management, and service response time. Addressing these

challenges, SSDSM enhances various aspects, including network

throughput, transmission delay, and handoff ratio, thereby

achieving improved QoS in CRNs.

6 Conclusion

CRNs represent wireless communication systems that leverage

advanced cognitive capabilities to optimize the utilization of radio

spectrum. Specifically engineered to address spectrum scarcity,

CRNs enable unlicensed users (SUs) to opportunistically access

underutilized or temporarily vacant licensed spectrum bands

without causing harmful interference to the primary users (PUs),

who are the licensed users of the spectrum. Optimizing the

performance of CRNs involves crucial considerations, notably

focused on QoS and energy efficiency. CRNs are intelligently

designed to dynamically allocate available spectrum to unlicensed

secondary users, ensuring optimal utilization while minimizing

interference with licensed primary users. The effectivemanagement

of QoS and energy efficiency is pivotal for enhancing the overall

performance of CRNs. To address the challenges in CRNs, we

propose the SSDSM scheme. SSDSM enhances energy efficiency

through smart sensing, where sensing is performed only when

predefined criteria are met, and improves QoS by reducing network

service response time. The scheme aims to extend the lifespan

of cognitive nodes by enhancing energy efficiency and ensuring

a certain level of QoS for SU transmissions. Simulations and

evaluations demonstrate that our dynamic fuzzy-based decision

support system in SSDSM outperforms previous schemes reliant

on uncertain sensing results, providing more effective results in

enhancing throughput in brain-empowered CRNs.
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